
NHB(ND)/DRS/Misc. Circular No.13/2014
January 20, 2014

All Registered Housing Finance Companies (HFCs)

Dear Sir/Madam,
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NATIONAL
HOUSING BANK

Sharing of information on some irregularities and take corrective steps for
preventing frauds in housing loans

As you are aware that National Housing Bank regularly shares information with
Housing Finance Companies(HFCs) on fraudulent transactions relating to housing
finance, along with modus operandi and causative factors involved that have been
brought to our notice by different constituents. Recently, it has come to our notice
that a large number of frauds have been committed in borrowal accounts where the
documents were handed over to borrowers for verification, such as:

a. Confidential/Opinion Reports - where request letters were handed over to
borrowers for obtaining reports from previous lenders, the reports were later
on found to be forged/ fabricated to conceal actual state of affairs.

b. Kisan Vikas Patra/National Savings Certificate/Bonds/Other Securities-
handed over to the borrowers for noting/verification/marking lien by the
issuers. It was revealed that the noting/lien were forged/ fabricated and the
issuer later on denied having done the noting/lien etc. Even the securities
have been found to be fake.

c. In case of Title Deed, 'Chircut' / receipt / token is issued by the sub-registrar
office. The same is required to be surrendered to get back the title deed after
process of registration is completed by the said office. The lenders sometimes
hand over the 'Chircut' to the borrowers to obtain Title Deed. Many a time
borrowers submit fake/ fabricated Title Deed and retain the original obtained
from Sub-Registrar's Office.

d. Similarly, request for mutation in revenue record is sometime sent through
the borrower and fake/ fabricated record is submitted to the lender.

Accordingly, it is suggested that the HFCs to ensure that the documents are not
given directly to the customers for verification, etc. to obviate any frauds.

Please acknowledge receipt.

Yours faithfully,

~
(V.Rajan)
Deputy General Manager
Deptt. of Regulation & Supervision
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